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What Would I Ask Of You? - What Would You
Ask Of Me?
1995-05-19
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph, Jesus you have called
me and it is great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in your timing as you
have chosen to turn the focus of your attention unto me.
Indeed it is in great joy that I come to abide with you for that is your nature
and my nature and even though you let the tears flow they are tears of joy. Know you
that you have what you would call turned a corner? That what you are doing is releasing, yes, you are allowing the flow of energy to come forth but it no longer tears of
sorrow and of heaviness and of burdens long past carried. Now they are tears of joy.
Tears that allow your energy to be felt, to be seen and expressed.
And you may do this with the laughter as you just did or with the tears or the
combination of both which you have felt in the midst of the tears that others would
look upon and see to be tears of sorrow and sadness, you have felt the mirth, the mirth
beloved one, the mirth.
We are mirthing.
We are mirthing this evening. You have felt the bubbles of joy coming up as well
and you have laughed not knowing why. Not knowing why the tears would come. Not
knowing why the joy would come. It is your nature to be energy. That is what you are
and to express it. Yes.
And you beloved one, there is much energy that is going on with you but we will
speak of that later. Yes, great joy. Always when I am called forth by you I come as your
messenger. I come as your own who would give you the Western Union telegram and I
come with a little cap on the head and I present to you the message that you have
asked for, that you are calling forth and desiring in this evening.
All of you have come with questions, of issues that you are thinking about, considering, contemplating and yet the real reason you have come is to experience your
own joy. To know that yes, there are the questions of the world. There are the questions that must be answered and activity taken, but it is to know that throughout all of
that you are the joy of the Father and that truly it matters not whether the answer to
an activity be yea or nay. What matters is the feeling in the heart and the freedom.
As this one is experiencing. This one is manifesting miracles very moment.
Way to go.
Way to go, exactly. Those of you who have know this one through the past year
or so time interval have seen this one come forth as the miracle that she is, to come
from a place of great sorrow with the head down and wondering where the joy of living
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could be found. To the place where she is now showing that joy in grand display and being the Child in expression. The holy Child yes, and the Child plays and it is great to see.
And this one has been a grand supporter of the friend. This has been one who
has believed in the friend and who has said throughout all of the ups and downs and
the trials, “I believe in you. I know your inner Self,” and do you know beloved one by
seeing her inner Self you are seeing your own and you also have come through the trials these past few month’s of your timing.
Many trials, challenges as you would call them, times when you would say, “What
is this all about?” And then you have remembered the friend and companion and you
have remembered your inner Self and you have said, “What the heck,” and you have
gotten on with what you wanted to do. Great place to be.
This is another sunbeam. One who allows her energy to be shown forth in grand
freedom, to smile, to know, to claim the joy that she is and you are doing it very well.
Thank you.
And it gets to be more and more fun does it not?
Yes.
Yes. This is true for all of you. All of you so gathered in this room and for those
who are within the sound of my voice, know you that you desire to know the Child that
you are and to bring forth that joy. That is what it is all about.
What would you ask of me? Well, we will get around to that in a moment. What
would I ask of you?
I don’t know. You are pushing my limits here or something is.
Indeed beloved one, I am. I would push all limits until you know that you are
limitless, for that is why you are here. That is why you have chosen this point of focus
known as this day and time because this point of focus has many mirrors for you that
will show you your feeling of limitation.
Not all points of focus known as dimensions of reality — with a small “r” — show
you as many mirrors of limitation. There are other dimensions where you would find it,
perhaps in your terminology, easier. More free.
That’s what I want.
Yes, and that is why you are here in this point of focus so that you can allow the
limits to be gone through so that truly they are not there. Although they very much
seem to be.
You beloved one, are coming through many many limits that you have felt where
they are in what you would see as the last two decades of your timing, there have
been many limitations that you have pushed your way through or in a twinkling of an
eye, you have allowed them to go not even knowing that perhaps in the next moment
that they used to be there for they no longer have concerned you.
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So yes, I as the grand Self that you are, are pushing your limits and that is
That’s up to feel good.

No, it does not feel good to the ego. It does not feel good to the identification
with personality and with form. It feels very challenging. It feels very heavy and even
the body itself will register constriction.
The Self of you, the Spirit as it is called, the energy that activates the form and
is forever ongoing, that Self feel fine. That is your hope. That is the still small voice
within that speaks even though the nose would be pressed right against the activity,
right against the world, the still small voice suggests there is hope, and indeed there is.
What would I ask of you? I would ask you to live your hope. I would ask you to
live your vision. I would ask you to push through the limitations and the boundaries, to
accept as you have, the challenges and then to say, “But there is more. I know that
there is more.” And to live that courageously from the heart so that brothers and sisters may see their courage. They may see that it is possible to have courage in the
midst of challenges. Very tangible challenges. Challenges of vision, yes, that are now being resolved, let go.
And know you, beloved one, that the vision, the outer vision that is being healed
reflects what you are allowing within the inner to be healed, to come unto a greater
place of clarity of vision within.
Well that’s good to hear.
Yes. For you did not sit with the clouded vision and put the head down and say,
“Wow is me. This is all I can do. I might as well hung up the towel, and go on to another way of expression.” You did not say that although in other lifetimes as you would
see it, you did feel that was the end and you accepted the recycling of the form. You
allowed it to be finished.
In this time you call forth great technology. It is not that others gift this to you,
but you as the collective Self within this point of focus call forth the outer methodology, techniques, technology that allow the form to be worked on so that the energy can
be more free flowing.
So whenever you are faced with a question of what to do medically, as it is
called, do not sit in judgment of your medical authority and say, “I cannot go unto them.”
Why not? You are the very one who is calling them forth to facilitate what you wish to
have happen. You work in concert with them for you are calling them forth.
If you would sit and be in judgment and say that they do not know, that they do
not have power, that they cannot help, then you sit in separation not knowing that you
are partners in what is being facilitated.
For as you have experienced you can have much input, much questioning, direction,
you can be as partners in a very outward way for indeed always you are partners. You
are calling forth the medical expert to be there to help facilitate what you want to experience as whole.
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Therefore, accept and rejoice. Allow yourself from time to time to pat yourself on
the back and to say literally, figuratively, “Look what I am calling forth. Look at the
technology that I am allowing within my consciousness at this time.” For you are bringing forth many technological advancements as you call them. They are remembrances of
the unlimited Self that you are and in the days to come you will see more and more of
these advancements, remembrances that will show you, prove to you in the outer, your
power of beingness. Your creative power, and so you will do things that seem quite
miraculous.
I’m looking forward to it.
Already you are doing it. Already, as you sit and contemplate ideas. You are not
separate from your ideas. As you sit and contemplate unlimitedness, bringing forth the
power of your being you are in that power in that moment. You are not separate from it.
So you do not even have to sit and wait until the tangible form of the technology comes
to you. You are already claiming the power, your power of creativity and being the
channel for that energy, and even more will you do in the days to come.
That is what I ask of you. To allow yourself to live with hope, to express that
hope, to lay claim to your joy, to lay claim to the unlimited creativity that is yours. For
indeed where do the things that you would call now your imagination, what comes from
imagination. Where would that come from except from within. From within you.
And much do you do right now in allowing healing to come forth. Do not sit in
judgment of Self and say, “If I were truly spiritual I would sit in a certain posture. I
would meditate and instantly there would be the healing.”
{Laughter}
Now, where does that idea come from? It comes from remembrance that yes, instantly you do heal yourself. It is a true remembrance, but do not sit in judgment of
Self if you find another way to facilitate healing by calling upon a brother or a sister
who is devoting themselves to a lifetime of being servant helper to you in a certain
area, a certain profession, and calling forth as the partners that you are the healing
that you desire.
For long enough has there been judgment upon this plane, of self and of others.
For long enough has there been separation upon this plane that would say, “That I am
separate from my brother or my sister. I am separate from my creations.” And most of
all, “I am separate from my Self, the true Self, yes.” That is where all the rest comes
from.
Long enough have you felt separation. Now you are turning the tide. You are
turning that around and you are saying, “I will let the veil be dissolved. I will know
communication with other dimensions, of my true Self. I will know the wholeness of my
true Self and I will not sit in judgment of my Self.”
There is no separation, and in that is your hope of glory and the Truth of your
being, yes. It is simplicity itself. It is the Child that lays claim to that and says, “There
is no separation. I am not separate from one that I see as Jeshua ben Joseph. I am not
separate from ones that I would see as the assembly. I am not separate from even ones
that I see with body that seem to be in a certain package. I am not separate from one
who would be giving to me a bit of a challenge.
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{Laughter}
I am not separate from the medical authorities who help me and facilitate. I am
not separate from anything that I am calling forth.
Even what you would see to be the challenges they are what you are calling
forth and they are not to be seen in judgment as a fault, as a limitation or something
imperfect. They are there because you have called them forth and they are asking you
to see the wholeness, to see the flip side and to see the wholeness.
For indeed as you hold a coin in your hand there is one side of the coin that you
see and if you flip it, you see the flip side of it and yet, neither side is separate from
the other one. It is a whole. So the flip side is part of the wholeness but sometimes the
view is only on the side that would say that there is something imperfect yet.
What would I ask of you? I would ask you to know your perfection. I would ask
you to know that in simplicity and to say, “Hey, I have already arrived. I have already
done it,” for indeed you have. You have already passed every test. You have already done
all of the remembrances that you can sit and think upon. You have instantly healed
yourself.
Then you would ask as many do ask, “Why, if I can remember healing myself instantly, why can I not do it now?” A good question.
Sixty four dollar question.
A good question, yes and worth a few golden coins.
Yeah.
Yes.
And more.
Because you have chosen to know not with judgment, but you have chosen to
know an aspect that seemingly still holds what you remember outside in a linear time
process to say, “That will come to me.” For that is what you feel. It is something that
you remember and you know deep within that it will come to be manifest. You will claim
it, but you believe yet that there is a process. Something between here and there that
will be traversed in time, that there will be a process of healing.
For you desire to know process intimately and that is not with judgment. That is
because as the master that you are, you have asked, “I want to know process from the
inside out. I want to be able to experience linear process to the point where I know my
wholeness through it.”
It is much the same as when you would sit at table and you would eat of a certain dish, the chocolate pudding.
Yeah.
And you will eat and you will eat and eat of chocolate pudding and you will ask,
“Bring me another. Bring me another,” and you eat of the chocolate pudding until you
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come to the place where you say, “I know chocolate pudding intimately. I know what it
tastes like. I know what it feels like. I know the texture of it. I know how it feels even
to put the fingers into it and to squish it around. I know everything there is about
chocolate pudding. I have been inside the chocolate pudding. I have been outside the
chocolate pudding. I have made the chocolate pudding. I have eaten, I have done X, Y, Z.
I know chocolate pudding. I am complete with chocolate pudding.”
Have you reached that point yet?
Nope.
No, and that is okay. But that is what you are doing with the belief in process.
You are saying, “That I will experience process until I am complete with it.” And there is
not judgment in that. It is very much the same as you would see the small one who
goes to school and learns the multiplication tables. And practices over and over three
times four is twelve. Four times four is sixteen, and over and over until that one is
complete with the tables. Knows them very well inside and out and that is what you are
doing with the belief in process.
It brings you beloved one, to the place of claiming your wholeness. Of saying,
“Yes I know chocolate pudding very well. I have been the chocolate pudding.” And then
you go on to something else.
And so if we do it this slow painful way, to put it that way, is it true that
we get it better than if we just learned to manifest instantly?
You would be asking a question that implies judgment would you not?
Apparently so.
Yes. You abide with it....
I guess maybe I didn’t mean the judgment of better, I mean more lasting in
memory. I mean so that we could, I mean, I hate going to sleep every time I come
into this body. I fall asleep and I have to learn everything all over again.
Yes, but that is changing. You abide with a belief until you know it intimately, until you are complete with it and even now as we speak of a belief in process, a belief in
time, you are experiencing because of your completeness with the process of time, you
are experiencing acceleration where you know time to be yet, a process but it is not the
fixed process that you and the brothers and sisters have accepted as being truth for so
long. You are now seeing that time is very much relative.
Yeah.
Yes, and you are feeling an acceleration in every day it is growing. There is a momentum that is growing because you are saying, “I know the process of time.”
Starting to be done with it.
Yes. So you abide with it not in judgment. You abide with it until you are complete
with it and as you are now experiencing, you are allowing your belief in the time to
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change, to alter. You are bringing your unlimitedness, your time-less-ness into the belief
in process.
It’s like athletes who change their vision so that a very fast ball can look
very very slow.
Yes, and that is exactly what you are doing. You are seeing again that you are
not separate from the ball that is coming. There is no separation, and when the athlete
looks upon the ball and says to that ball, “You will come in slow motion. I will allow myself to raise my consciousness to your speed,” which is what happens. Then the speed of
the ball seemingly slows down because there is not separation.
As one stands and would look upon a separate object in the belief, there can be
all kinds of “random” activity, but when one claims one’s totality, non-separation, and
looks upon the object and raises one’s self to that speed in time, that belief in the
speed in time, and knows the oneness there you have your “proof”. So that is what you
are doing now with the belief in process.
So what you are remembering as instantaneous healing will manifest in the days
to come and where are those days? Not very far off for you are calling them. You are
saying, “Come, I am ready now. Come, I am ready for these ideas. I want to know unlimited power of beingness. I want to know instantaneous healing. I want to know alternative ways of healing the body.”
So you allow the small creatures to come and to work with you to give you what
is known as the bee sting, to use an alternative method of healing that many of the
brothers and sisters would not yet choose.
Yes.
Yes, you are allowing yourself to be free of the constrictions of belief even the
limitations and the limits that you feel, they are no longer out here to you. They are
right here aren’t they? Right up next to you. Do you know why? Because you have allowed yourself to expand to them. Not because they are closing in to you, but because
you are expanding to where the limits supposedly are and you are pushing against them.
Well that’s a different way of looking at things.
Yes. The Truth of your being is diametrically opposed to the voice of the world. In
other words, what appears to be, allow yourself to abide with it and to say, “What is
the reverse of this?” To play with, “What is the reverse of this? How can I see this
anew?” And that will give you a new perspective. It is not that these are closing in on
you. It is because you are expanding to them and you are saying, “I will have you
pushed out even further.”
You are very much as what you would see the bulldozer pushing. You are dozing
your way through this and I do not mean sleeping.
{Laughter}
Beloved one, it is good to see you.
Same here.
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What would I ask of you? I would ask just what you did, the smile. The allowance of the expansion of the heart. That is why I would ask of you. I would ask you
to live your vision and to make claim hold of even more of it. To say, “Yes, there is this
vision of beauty. Ideal beauty,” as you know in your heart and I would ask you to claim
that, to know that as your gift for your Father gives that to you freely. Ideal beauty,
and to know that is you. To claim that. To live from that place and then to ask, “What
more of beauty can I see? How can I envision more beauty?” To look upon everything
that you see with the physical eyes and to see beauty in it, as you already do and then
to ask, “What more of beauty can I see? What gives beauty life?”
I feel that you have to stop being judgmental if you are going to take that.
Hmm, an interesting thought. Yes.
You can’t do both.
No. It does not fit together, for as you abide in the judgement you do not see
the beauty and as you abide in the judgment you feel the constriction of the box that
judgment brings with it. But as you see the beauty and behold all of beauty and call it
good, what you have in your Scriptures, “That God looked upon all of creation and called
it good.” Who is this God? It is you. Look upon all of your creations and call them good.
See the beauty in them, and then the Child comes forth. The innocent Child that says,
“I am ready to play. I am ready to play in the Kingdom.” Not just to play in the sandbox
that we have talked of many times, “But I am ready to play in the whole Kingdom of
the Father. I am ready to take courage and to move, to go into new experiences because
I call them forth. Not because they are dumped upon me, but because I have the
courage to call them forth, and I know that wherever I go I will call forth the Love
that I am, the companionship,” for indeed you will. It cannot be otherwise because....
We are not separate.
Right there is no separation. You see these ones have learned that. They have
been reminded to remember.
Yes.
So as you go into a new venture you do not go alone.
In this evening it has been entitled “What Would You Ask of ME?” I have gotten
my request in first, for I would ask of you to live the Christ that you are, to live the
master that you are. Does this mean that there must be rituals and study? Lifetimes of
purification? That it has to be difficult and you must get the degrees from your universities?
How do you know all that? That’s exactly what.... I’ve been so entrenched in
process. She’s on my case for that.
She is a grand companion.
You have a master’s degree in process.
{Laughter}
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And this is true. All of you are the masters. You already have your master’s degree. What we are doing this evening, often you have at this time of your year you
have the final exams.
Oh yes.
Oh yes. Then you have what we are going to address next month as the graduation, the meaning of graduation and the days to come. But you have before that what
you would see as the final exams. Well you know you have taken the final exams over
and over and you are the masters. Already you have your master’s degree. You may
write that after your name. You may write, “Master of Process.”
{Laughter & comments}
Master of manifestation, whatever you want to claim as mastery. You already are
the master. That is why you are with the point of focus right here. It is not that you
have been cast out because you were somehow deficient and you must go through all
the grades again, that you must go through punishment.
You have chosen as the grand master that you are, to come and put your focus
of attention upon this day and time to allow the boundaries to be dissolved. To come
unto that place of knowing your unlimited totality and you go about it step by step with
the belief in process of claiming one aspect, another aspect of yourself and bringing
them all into integration knowing yourself not to be separate from any of the aspects.
That is why you can go with great joy for you never look upon a separate being
or a stranger. You look upon an aspect of your total Self. So when one comes up to you,
you may say in your heart to that one, “What part of me are you? Show me. Show me
another part of me,” and they will.
Sometimes you have met these ones and you have been most happy to meet them
and you have said, “Oh, that’s a grand part of me. I claim that part. That feels really
good. I like that one.” And there has been then another one who has come and you have
said, “Oh my goodness, is that a part of me. Get thee behind me. Never.” And yet that is
an aspect of you that is asking to be seen in wholeness. Not in judgment, but to be seen
in wholeness, to be understood and integrated, to be taken in under the wing and understood.
Everyone who comes to you is you. You have heard it said that they are a mirror
of you, yes. Indeed they are and even more than that, they are you.
So allow yourself in the first stage to feel most happy about the ones who come
and present the aspects that you would claim. The ones that you would judge to be
good. Allow yourself to claim them readily. No problem there.
The ones who would come and present to you another image, abide with them
and see what that image is calling for? That part of you that is calling to be loved, to
be understood, to be embraced in wholeness. Allow yourself after the first initial judgment, which is habitual and you do not have to say, “Oh, I won’t do that,” because as you
hold that at a distance from you and say, “Oh I will not do that,” you are holding it at a
distance and that’s where it stays.
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So allow yourself the very first judgment that comes, and say, “Okay. I know
that judgment well. I’ve done that many times. Okay I know that one, but now how can
I see it anew?” And let yourself abide with that one or with the feeling that that one
brings up for you and to see it in wholeness, in integration, to take it in and to look
upon the flip side of that wholeness.
For there will be ones who will come and push the buttons and they will do it
over and over and over again until you come to the place where you are right now with
it, where you say, “I love that part of me. I love that part of me that is calling out for
love and understanding. I don’t have to get in there and fix it. I don’t have to get into
me and fix me. It is okay if that part does what it does.”
For as you see a tapestry there are many threads in the tapestry. There are
many colors of thread in the tapestry. And if you take one thread by itself it may be of
a color that is very drab and you would look upon it and say, “That is not a color I want
in my tapestry.” Or there may be another one, a thread of a color that you say, “Oh, I
never have liked that color.” But yet when it is woven into the whole tapestry, the
thread that is seen as drab gives the contrast that allows the brighter color to shine.
The color that you have looked upon as the single thread and you have said, “I do
not like that color. Never have liked that color.” When it is woven into the beautiful tapestry it becomes part that allows the other colors to come alive. That is what the
threads that you are encountering are doing for you.
They are allowing your color to come alive. You say, “Yes, brother did it not come
alive? There was a lot of feeling in that.” And that is true. So you may thank all of the
threads that are in your life, all of the colors. Some that are more likable than others,
but you may thank all of them for being there because if they were not, the tapestry
would not be whole.
What do I ask of you? I love this part. I ask of you to live your mastery as you
are doing, to call forth the other masters who are not separate from you. They are aspects of you, yes and to claim their wisdom, to claim their unlimited knowledge for
where does it come from? It comes from you as the totality that you are.
You are the master that has been willing to put your point of focus right here
and to be as channel, as a funnel that allows the expanded Mind that you are to come
into this point of focus and have relevancy in this point of focus. For if you did not bring
it in the way that you do, it would not have relevancy. It would not fit in to this point
of focus, for indeed it is always there, but you have said, “I will be as one that is the
tap, the faucet, I will allow it to be turned on and to flow. I will bring it into this point
of focus, this dimension so that it can flow so that others may drink of it.”
I would ask of you that you live your joy beautifully, in simplicity, to allow the
emotions to be expressed easily. Not to hold them back or to be in judgment of them.
For many of the brothers and sisters, many of you have been raised in society, taught
by the parents that emotions could only be expressed if they were done in a certain
way, if they were acceptable. It has been thus in many many cultures and the acceptability has changed from culture to culture and time to time.
But you allow yourselves to adapt very quickly as the little one, to what is acceptable in the day and time, the society where you are and there has been much accepted, much of constriction that has been accepted. It has said that anger may not be
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expressed. Sorrow may not be expressed except in the privacy of your own pillow. That
for one utilizing the male form of body, it is not acceptable to weep and yet in your
Scriptures it is recorded that I wept.
It has been seen that even the mirth could not be allowed to manifest in great
boisterousness for indeed if you were about in the female form you were to be very
quiet, demure, to express even the joy and the humor in a certain subdued way. The
heck with that.
{Laughter}
I agree.
You go out on the roller skates and you say, “The heck with that. I will be my
boisterous self, I will enjoy life. I will do the activity of joy.” You are allowing the Child
to come forth and to be expressed. Not to be held within and to come out only through
the cracks somewhere, but to allow it to come out in great exuberance.
What do I ask of you? I would ask of you in this next week of your timing to
find a exuberance. To express a feeling in great exuberance. To go out into what is
known as the beauty of nature and to call unto the top of a tree. The small bird that
may be on the top of the tree, call to the leaf that is at the top of that tree and to
say, “I am you.” With the top of the voice. To express the unlimited energy that you are
and then in the next moment take yourself to the top of that tree and see how it looks
from that perspective.
Allow yourself to fly. Allow yourself to see how does the eagle view the world?
No longer being the chicken from the barnyard looking at everything that is up above,
but allowing yourself the view of the eagle that would look down upon and know that
all is his or her kingdom.
Allow yourself in this week exuberance.
Right on.
Allow yourself the mastery of exuberance. The same as you would do with the
chocolate pudding. Right on.

{Laughter}
Get to know exuberance. Get to express in activity the energy that you are.
Beloved Elder, take my beloved friend and teacher out and make her be exuberant. There is constriction that she holds within the body because of many lifetimes of
constriction, of belief pattern and she must release that in order to be joyous.
Tell this one that she does not need to fear for the body. The body is doing very
well, but the pain that she feels is because of constriction. Allow her to be free. Allow
her to have the permission to be exuberant. To go out and to shout.
Probably if she walks on the water.
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Yes. That would be very healing. Seems you got the idea from that one. It is a
shared idea. Well there is no separation.
I’ll be walking with you.
Very good, very good. We will do that. And now, would you desire a break before
we take the questions? Yes?
Sure.
All right we will have a break and then in ten minutes of your time we will reconvene and you may ask of me. So be it.
{Break}
{Meeting opens with everyone talking and laughing and joking.}
You are mirthing again, and grand it is.
You were ease dropping.
Well of course since there is no....
Separation.
No separation.
One cosmic mind meld.
Yes, and indeed where does that idea come from? From the truth of your being,
one cosmic mind meld, of course. You bring forth these ideas in what you call your science fiction and yet they are remembrances of the truth of your being. You put them
out there somewhere, you have your script writers who write it for you and you say,
“How wonderful these writers are,” and you are the one who is calling it forth and saying, “I am ready now to remember my one Mind.” Yes.
Kimber ben One.
{Laughter}
I like that.
Yes.
You are we related?
Ah, this is true.
Often in the family, the descendants, the ones you would see as the cousins, ones
of us were as what you call the black sheep.
Yes.
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Yes. I have been the black sheep to our family as you have been sometimes, the
black sheep in the family. You’ve been the rebel, always. As all of you in this day and
time are the rebel. You are allowing yourselves to rebel against the limits that you feel
you have accepted, that you have bought, paid dearly for in this lifetime and many other
lifetimes and you are now rebelling against those limitations.
You are allowing yourself to come right up as the rebel that you are and to say,
“Even the limitation I embrace.” That is how close you are getting to that limitation. You
are getting so close that you will be able to reach around it and to embrace it and
guess what happens then?
Because when you embrace it beloved one, what does that make of it? Rather
than the enemy it makes it your friend. It makes you know in oneness that it is not
separate from you even what you see as the limitation. As you embrace it, it is the same
as you come unto a friend and you embrace them. No longer is there separation. No
longer is there need for resistance. You come up and you embrace it and you say, “Old
friend, limitation of many lifetimes, I know you well. You have been my companion upon
the path many lifetimes. In different guises, yes. Here you are again, old friend,” and you
embrace it and then as you embrace that one, that limitation, that feeling that you don’t
like, as you make of it your friend guess what? You get to go around it and it no longer
exists. Sneaky, yes. And yet it brings out the Truth of your being. Embrace even the limitations and you will see them dissolved into the friend that they are.

Beloved one, what would you ask of me?
Well, I’ve been, I guess I’ve been puzzling about it mostly because people
have presented it to me as a question and that is are there more actors on earth
today than there was say, three thousand years ago. I don’t know what else to call
them.
Yes.
How come?
It is what you would see as bringing forth more aspects of yourself. You would
say that there are more individualities expressing, the one expressing as the many, because you are wanting now to claim all of your aspects and so you are saying, “I see
many of myself in this geographical location and I know them to be all over the face of
our Holy Mother, the Earth and then you are going further than that and you are
claiming the brothers who are in the space around our Holy Mother, the Earth. The
”E.T.’s", the brotherhood that is the space brotherhood, the ones who come from the
other galaxies, the ones who express not with form that looks like this form, the Light
beings because you are wanting now to gather in all of your Self in conscious awareness.
So yes, you will see more of your Self expressing upon this plane because your
belief now is in the place of willingness to see more of your Self. To even come to the
place where there are so many of the forms expressing that you see them on top of
each other practically in a crowd room in what you call your subway trains where everyone is packed in and thinks themselves to be the body, very much a sardine not
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knowing that they are the energy that activates the body and it fills the whole train
and beyond because of the consciousness that holds that subway train.
But yes, there are more because you are willing now to entertain the thought,
the idea, the truth of all of your aspects.
Well, that’s going to be kind of hard to tell my friend and I don’t know how
I could have told my mother so she’d understand that. Those are two people. They
used to keep asking, “Well tell me why if there is reincarnation how come there
are so many more now than ever so?
Tell this one that your Father, our Father is not limited. He is most prolific, has
many Children. Some of the ones that you would see in the idea of reincarnation have
chosen to experience form in other dimensions, other places as you would see a place, a
dimension to be. So perhaps they were not within this realm of understanding in what
you see as the continuum of reincarnation, which is yet a truth — with a small “t”.
That’s about what I did say.
The wisdom amazes me.
swer.

I don’t know if there was wisdom in it but that seemed to be the only an-

Yes. There is indeed grand wisdom for you are allowing it to come forth from the
expanded Mind that you are. You have come to the place where you have said, “I know
that I do not know all within the small self. I will allow the doors to be thrown open,
to contact,” and you have said, “Is there anybody out there?” And yes you are out there
and you have answered yourself.
I can hear that.
Yes, indeed that is a grand Truth, you can hear that and you do. You may trust
your wisdom for again it does not come from a separate source. It is you, yes. Very
good.
Thank you.
That is why when you see all of the ones on the street, in the vehicles, some of
your crowded highways, know that they are you expressing in seemingly different form,
raiment. But it is you because you are now willing to see yourself in all different aspects. Different forms, shapes, even hue of the surface, yes.
In the days to come which are not that far from you for you are calling them
forth in acceleration, you will see forms from what you call other dimensions and other
galaxies that will come and walk amongst you. Forms that have only yet been imagined
and portrayed in some of your fiction.
You will see forms that are strange to what you are accustomed to seeing. That is
why you are doing what is known as the preparatory work of contacting them just on a
certain mental realm first. As you become at ease with the communication on the mental
realm then it will be easier when the form is presented for you will know that there is
communication, that there is already a bond that has been established, but you will see
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forms. There will be forms that will come and walk amongst you that will be very different from what you know in this time right now.
Some of the brothers and sisters will be into their fear and judgment which is
habitual. They will run and hide in fear. They will react from a place of fear. But you
and many of your brothers and sisters because you are allowing yourself to go in willingness to contemplate the expression of God in different forms and different ways, you
will say, “Pause a moment. Wait a minute, our Father of which there is only one, life in
all of its forms brings forth perfection. Brings forth the one holy Child. Therefore, even
if the form appears different, strange, perhaps I can be at one with my brother with
different form or sister.”
You are allowing now because you practice, you play with the brothers and sisters that you can see now in this recognizable form, you play with allowing them to be
who they are. That prepares the consciousness, your consciousness and the collective
consciousness to accept the other expressions of form as they will come and indeed
they will come. Not because they are being sent as a lesson for anyone or to come as a
conquest of our Holy Mother, the Earth or to come and be the saviors. No, they come
because you are calling them to come into your conscious awareness to know your total
Self.
So when they come you will greet them. You will say, there is a saying you have
in your groups, in your consciousness now that the Christ of me greets the Christ of
you. And you will remember that as you see the brothers with different form or sisters
as the case may be.
For this one, yes.
You will remember and you will greet from heart to heart the Christ of me
greets the Christ of you.
You know, I feel that with animals so much now.
Yes.
You can look into the eyes of a dog or a cat and you feel oneness.
Yes. You are allowing yourself to past the boundary that says intelligence has to
be only in this kind of a package. That Love walks about in different forms, yes.
As you allow your heart to open which is what you are doing to the Light that
activates all of form and to the Love as it is expressed, as you do that you are preparing the way for the manifestation of Heaven upon earth for knowing that the form may
change, may differ, may appear to be very strange but that the life force is one.
I think I’ve got that.
So that you may stand in a place where if one comes to you and is expressing
with a most hideous form as you would judge hideous to be, fearsome. Again allow
yourself the instant reaction for there will be reaction born of a remembrance of many
lifetimes of identification with this certain form. There will be a reaction. Allow yourself
that. It will pass. Allow yourself that first and then say, “What is the Truth of this one’s
being?” And look in to that one’s heart, either the eyes if there are the physical eyes.
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Definitely beyond the form into the heart of that one, knowing that you as a manifestation of the holy Child that you are has nothing to fear from another form that is seemingly strange.
The same is true now as you walk your streets and you see ones who are in different guise as you behold another one coming from a different space, as it would be
called. Look upon that one fearlessly with the eyes of the Father and greet that one
even with the words of the mouth, that the Christ of me greets the Christ of you. Say
it to that one. If you are in a place of the instantaneous reaction of fear, allow that to
be the first words out of your mouth for it will allow a bridge. Good question.
Thank you.

You don’t suppose you could arrange to have somebody sort of like E.T. come
first? Just sort of an initial....
E.T. has come first.
Thank you beloved one. {From E.T. in class}
This beloved one who goes by the name of E.T., yes, very cute and cuddly and
very lovable, but even the one that you would know in your enactment, your movie as it
is called, the one known as E.T. where did that one come from? From your heart, from
your creativity. You called that one forth because you were ready to play with the idea
that there could be another form that would be heart centered, that would come from
a place of love and that did not need to be feared. E.T. has already been here. E.T. is
alive and well.

Yes, beloved one, what would you ask of me?
I have one of my various health problems concerns sciatica. It has no cure
and most of the medical books simply leave it out of the index, but now I have a
book of home remedies that suggest the pulp of two cloves of garlic in a cup of
milk. Do you think that will be effective in relieving the intense pain? And would
you suggest anything else?
I will ask of you beloved one, do you believe that it will be effective in relieving
the intense pain?
I’m certainly trying. I’m going to give it a good chance.
Yes, indeed. There is much of healing with this herb that has been used down
through the centuries. There is much of healing. All of healing as you have discerned
and as we have spoken other times, comes from the understanding and the claiming of
your own wholeness. It comes through the avenue of belief.
Now, I will say to you that this will be a most effective method of relieving the
pain and it will be. But it will not be magic because I say that it works. It will do its
magic because you are the magician. You are the one who knows and alignment with
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this method, this herb and it will be effective for you. It is a method that you have
used in many other lifetimes as well. It is not by accident that it comes to you now and
is knocking upon the door of your mind, comes as a remembrance for you have used it
many other times and felt a benefit and it is so in this lifetime.
So you feel that that’s sufficient? There is no need to recommend anything further? Just stay on this one as suggested?
Yes. You will know beloved one, for you are the master that we have spoken of
earlier. You will know benefit from this as you have in olden times and you will call
forth other ideas as well as remembrances of other lifetimes so there will be other
things in your tool kit, your medicine chest that you carry with you that will be effective as well.
Not because I sanction them. It does not matter what I say. I am not the one
feeling the body. But it matters very much what you say and this is a remedy that you
have found much benefit from in other lifetimes.
Is it possible to know what those problems were that it was applied to in another lifetime?
Yes.
Could I know what?
Many lifetimes beloved one, you have been so caught up in the intellectual, in the
mind, in the studies that you have allowed constriction to be in the body. There have
been lifetimes of inflexibility because you knew that the right way to go was what you
had studied in the books and you were very much caught up in your own righteousness,
your own knowing of what was true. And there was out-pictured in the body a stiffness. It is the same in this day and age. You get sort of crystallized in certain parts of
the body.
Other lifetimes you spoke unto ones who made a study as you were making a
study of the heavens and of the stars and how all of the parts of the heavens fit together in mathematical relationship to each other. Others were studying the plants and
the fruits of the field, the herbs and they studied the healing properties of them so
you went to your friend and you said, “I feel a stiffness of the body. I don’t know
where it comes from but is there anything I can do for this?” Many lifetimes you have
done that and not just you, but many of the brothers and sisters. And so the one who
has worked with the herbs of the field has said, “Try this. It has worked for me.” And
you did, you used it and it helped you many times.
There is nothing new that you experience in this lifetime that you have not experienced some other time. You call it forth again in order to come through it to the place
of knowing your own mastery, your own power of healing because you are already
whole.
Okay. I’ll give it a good try.
Have fun with it.
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Beloved one, how are you this evening?
Fine.
What would you ask?
I have a couple of questions. One for you and one for Zoser.
Yes.
You will know what I’m talking about when I ask this. The situation I’m in,
you know I’m not happy and it is not as it should be and I’m in it only because for
Willie’s sake and I do need to get to Montana to do my work, healing work with
Zoser over there.
Later on will I ever have that what I’ve been wishing for that we’ve talked a
lot about in my past readings with you?
Yes.
You know when Willie’s older and I can leave this, that I’m in?
Yes, what you truly desire cannot be held from you and it will manifest. It is already in process though you see it not. There is much of the shifts in perception that
you have allowed for yourself that are bringing you these shifts in perception to a
place of having the open arms to welcome the love of your life.
It doesn’t look like this change, you know what I mean.
That is how the appearance is now.
I’m not happy.
But it is very much that you are coming through the tight part of the hourglass,
the narrow part of the hourglass. There is much on the other side that will be of expansion and enjoyment to the place where it will seem miraculous.
Do not trouble yourself about the narrow part of the hourglass, just allow your
focus to be on getting through it which indeed you are doing and hold the hope of
which we have spoken earlier this evening, that the desire of your heart will manifest.
It cannot be kept from you. It will happen.
This one isn’t the one that sounds like the one you’ve spoke of in my readings, not at all.
It is true. As it is seen now.
Okay. Thank you. My next question is for Zoser.
Yes, my beloved brother.
During my reiki training I don’t know, was I stressed out from all of the packing
and moving? The last time we were here on Friday night, when you talked to me telling
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about this experience I had during my attunements like I’d.... I don’t know. I don’t know
how to word it. Feel more attuned to you and this hasn’t seemed to have happened during my reiki. I didn’t....

ZOSER:
Beloved disciple and master. I did indeed happen. As you have described there has
been a bit of armoring that you have put about yourself because of the activities, because of the chaos of activities and the emotions. You have felt a necessity to put armoring about yourself and this has impeded what you would feel as the flow of communication.
Indeed the communication is there. There were the moments of exultation and of
communion in the attunements, moments that we experienced together before. But because there was much going on in where you needed to have your focus at that time,
these feelings of remembrance did not come through in the intensity that you expected.
That’s what I was afraid of.
Yes, it does not mean that the attunements were ineffectual or that the feeling
of remembrance and exultation was not there. Indeed it is there. It exists for all time
and beyond. You will come to know this, you will come to feel it with great dynamic
quality in the days to come and after you have seen yourself through the chaos of the
activity, the moving as you call it.
The move that you are embarking upon is seen in the outer as a geographical
change. The move is most symbolic of what you are allowing on the inner and have already come through the inner. You are going with great courage to a new land to start
what you would see as a new chapter and yet it is remembrance of work that we have
done together in many lifetimes, you and I.
Times when you would see me as being beyond you in another realm, another dimension being as master, helper, wise one to you and yet there have been the lifetimes
when you were as guide to me, constant companion. You will know the communion and
communication that you desire when the dust settles.
So will I be able to like hear you and communicate? You know as of now the
only way I can seem to be able to hear you is when I talk to you through a channel. But I’d like to be able to do it for myself.
You will indeed beloved one, and one of the reasons that you are going unto this
new land is to seemingly separate yourself from the crutches that you have known, the
helps that you have known so that you will call upon your own innate power and you
will know that that communication is there for you and with you and as you.
You will find yourself at first, seemingly alone. It will give you the gift that you
are asking for, a time of trusting yourself. It will not be a long time for you are one
who quickly gathers unto herself many friends and you will do it again. But there will
be a time of aloneness that will allow you to know your own strength and to practice
and to claim what you already know. For you will not have the ease of someone else so
you will have to rely on yourself. That is one of the reasons you are making this trek.
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I know I also need to communicate better so I’ll need help remembering how
to do, when I attune other people to reiki and doing the healing.
Go first unto the heart beloved one. Do not worry about the mind and the symbols and the how to’s. Go first unto the heart and pray to yourself the whole Self of
you which includes as you would see me, includes me. Pray to your whole Self to be
there in wholeness and then come from Love to serve that one who is before you.
Will there be people, a lot of people over there to do reiki on and to attune
to reiki?
There will be more and more, yes.
Well I’ll need your help to send them to me.
Indeed it is already in process but not because I send them but because you call
them forth and they will come in their own order and their own timing. You do not have
to worry about it. It is as you would see the river. You cannot push the river for it slips
through the hands but you can allow it to flow in its own order and that is the way
that this work will go.
I know, I’ll be glad to know what to do with my life vocation wise, once I get
over there. I was thinking about the nursing school but I wouldn’t have time for
the other there, the healing work.
You will will find the balance. You will know. The time of seeming aloneness will
allow you to clarify much and you will know for indeed you have already set it in
process and deep within you, you do know. It will come forth.
Really I’d prefer the whole life work be reiki. I don’t know if I would make a
good enough income.
Indeed beloved one, your life as you it, your vocation is one of service. It is one
of healing and there will be the support of the golden coins as well. Not because someone outside of you taps the magic wand and says you are worthy, but because you are
worthy and you calla it forth.
Always in this lifetime as you can remember this lifetime and there are many
others as well, you have called forth exactly what you needed when you needed it. You
have always taken care of the body, the form. You have taken care of others and it will
continue to be in the days to come.
Thank you.
It is all in order.

Jeshua
Beloved one, what would you ask of me?
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I would ask your help. I would ask for your courage and your clarity and in
helping me surrender to the Divine Mother, to be Her servant, Her Child, to be of
service for Her and to allow Her to move through me. I have a tremendous push,
inner push to work for Her and there are some moments where your courage would
be greatly appreciated. It’s tough letting go of everything to empty myself so that
Her life can flow through.
Beloved one, so be it. And yet it is not that you must empty yourself to allow Her
Light to flow through you for you are Her Light and She works with you now and has
for a long long time. Beyond what you would see as this lifetime you have been as partners. You have been as mates in the work that you are bringing forth upon this plane.
There has been a marriage of Spirit and it is the same in this lifetime. Do not
think that you must do anything even to the point of surrender to allow this to happen.
You are already willing, you are already asking that it be done through you and it will
be as it has been in the past.
Do not allow yourself to sit in the feeling of incompletion. You are already complete. There is nothing more that you must do in order to make yourself more worthy or
more able to be a channel for Her Love. Already you are doing that. Allow the feeling of
surrender now to be one of claiming the joy of oneness. Surrender yourself into that
joy of oneness for that is the truth of your being.
It is no longer that you must deny self, but you must claim Self —with a capital
“S” — Her Self, your Self, yourSelf as the One Self, you must claim it. Long enough you
have been in a place of surrender thinking that there is something yet that must be
completed, that must be given over.
She asks only of you that you now claim who you are and to know in full awareness that you work with the Love of the Mother as you always have. So be it.

Beloved one how are you this evening?
Ha, you know how I am this evening.
Yes. What would you ask?
I give up. I just don’t even know what to ask. I don’t understand what’s going
on. I think I got a hint earlier this evening and you certainly said it many times,
that we draw into our lives what we need.
Yes.
And in relationship to my children all, it came to me as we took our little
break that maybe what feels like a very narrow limits of their love for me is a reflection of the narrow limits I might have for myself.
That you have had in the past. This is very much in process of change.
Why is it coming up in my face now?
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Because you are ready to look upon it. Because you have the courage now to look
upon it. No longer to hide within the clamshell or under the rock, but you are willing to
look upon it and say, “This is how I have seen myself in the past, and to know it is in
the past.”
For indeed you would not be viewing it if it were not already in the past. It takes
a certain perspective to look upon it.
years.

I really do feel that I’ve developed a lot of self-love in the last couple of

And that is what enables you now to know the difference between the lack of
love and the self-love, the love of Self, yes.
But I’m also trying to have, be non-judgmental and compassionate at how apparently frightened they are of kind of an unconditional love, not kind of, it’s like
they are scared of unconditional love, and they really think that I have screwed up
monumentally and been lazy and on and on. And when this first happened about
three weeks ago I really questioned myself.
A habitual reaction, yes.
Yeah, and now I’ve settled down and I feel more at peace with myself, because I know the work that I have been doing and I know its value.
You have asked them to be as your servants, to bring that up in front of your
face so that you know your worth. So that you say, “This is who I am. This is why I am
here. I know what I am about. I may not know the specifics of it, but I know the whole
vision. I know where I am going with this.” And you are doing well with it.
Now I see this very what’s being enacted in my life, it’s coming very clear to
me that what Tom, our beloved Tom and Judith do who keep putting one foot in
front of the other and keep working with Oakbridge and working with Oakbridge
even though sometimes they get discouraged because our people come and go and
come and go and we aren’t growing as fast as they and I would like us to do. But
they keep going and I know that they get a little blue sometimes because it seems
like quite a struggle.
I’m not sure why this is coming to them, the struggle that they’ve had as my
current struggle has come to me. Why is this happening?
It is to see past the seeming limitation, to look beyond what is just in front of
the nose or to look beyond just the bodies that are gathered in the room and to know
that what you do is of greater magnitude than what is seen by the physical eyes. The
mind cannot comprehend but the heart knows.
So we are growing?
Yes, very much so. Even the ones you would see who come for a time and then
take the form, the body off somewhere and are not back for awhile, they have been
touched. They have allowed their seed to open to begin to grow. They will grow where
they go and they will bear much fruit in kind as well. So it is a work that is far reaching. To look upon what happens in just one limited area is to be limited of vision. Yes.
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Well that helps a lot. Thank you.
Thank you beloved one. Allow the threads that are in your life to be their own
colors, to be where they are with their choices and to love them for whatever color
they are, whatever they are expressing and showing forth. To know that in time they
will come to know their wholeness as well. In fact there is a remembrance of wholeness
that is as the still small voice within them, but they are playing a part that you ask
them to play upon this stage of process.
So be at peace with even what is seemingly other’s judgment. Be at peace with
that for our Father is at peace with all of the choices of the holy Child. You may look
through His eyes.
Is it my soul that calls this forth? Because I certainly would not consciously
want to create a situation where I am in effect testing the breadth of my children’s love.
You are not testing their love, beloved one, you are allowing yourself to have
clear view as in a mirror, of what you believe yourself to be and what you believe them
to be.
Okay.
It is not a test. It is very much as a mirror with no judgment. It is the world
that gets in their and suggests very strongly, judgment. You are now in a place where
you can have the initial judgment, yes, and then allow it to pass and to say, “How can I
see this thread anew? How does it fit in to the whole picture,” and to appreciate that
thread for the part that it plays.
If you will receive it beloved one, you are coming to the place that you desire
very quickly. You are allowing now the boundaries to be pushed out as we have said
earlier, you are expanding yourself, your image of yourself to the place where you are
nose against the boundary. You are tummy against the boundary. You are pushing it out
because you have said, “Long enough have I been the tiny little speck of nothingness
that I thought myself to be, that could hide in the center of this box.”
Now you are expanding to the very edges, the walls of the box and the walls
will come tumbling down.
It feels a lot better to feel like I’m going toward the wall instead of the
wall coming toward me. I really appreciate that.
Indeed, and this is the truth for you have taken yourself in your intense focus,
you have taken yourself into the tiniest point of constriction, the tightest point of constriction within the box and it as the chocolate pudding that we talked of earlier. You
know that point of constriction and how it feels and you have said, “Enough already. I
will know my unlimited Self,” and with that decision, you are expanding to the place
where yes, you feel the boundaries but you are pushing them out moment by moment.
Thanks for the encouragement.
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And you beloved one, lover of chocolate pudding, how are you?
I’m good.
What would you ask this evening?
Well, let’s see. Did I know you in body? Your humor, your voice sounds way
familiar.
Very, yes.
Could you tell me about these experiences?
Many lifetimes we have traveled together, you and I.
Good buddies.
well.

Good buddies, indeed. Many adventures we have had together and you know me
Yeah, I do.

For I have expressed upon this plane not only as one Jeshua, but many other
times with other names, other identities for I have loved our Holy Mother, the Earth
with a grand love. I enjoy being the joy upon this plane.
A good place, huh?
Yes. So yes we have traveled together many times, you and I, and it has been humorous for we have been in the seriousness together to the point where we have said,
“Okay, enough already.”
We know that one.
We know that one and we have laughed about it, yes. In the days to come we
will enjoy more adventures. Unlimited adventures where you are now remembering that
you are much more than this point of focus.
I know the assembly has been telling me about that.
Yes, and it is a grand time of joy is it not? Even now you are tasting the exhilaration, the excitement of it. There is tingling about the energy.
Yeah.
Yes, the energy that activates even this form, coming alive, alive with remembrance.
Yeah.
That is what you are bringing into demonstration upon this plane.
Cool. Yeah, I’m excited.
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It is cool, it is contagious for it will spread and it will uplift all of the brothers
and sisters.
Yeah. Yeah, it will have to.
Yes.
I have one more question.
Oh, of course.
What is the Father that you speak of?
The Father is the creative Force the one Creator, the life energy. Spirit it has
been called that activates all of form. It is the Isness that is before time and that exists after the purpose of time has been fulfilled.
Which is soon.
soon.

Yes, which is soon. As we have spoken this evening of the acceleration, yes, it is
Why is this called the Father?

I have called this energy the Father in the time of my lifetimes as Jeshua, because it was a language that ones understood of a loving Father who would care for,
nurture the Child. The seeming offspring and yet there is not separation for as I speak
of the Father it is envisioned that there would be the old man with the beard who
would be the progenitor of other forms seemingly separate. That is not true for I and
the Father are one. I and the Creative Force, the one Source of all life energy, all Light
as it is even now measured upon this plane, the Light that gives form its activity, its
movement. For you have seen the body that has been laid down, the lifeless body and it
is different. It does not have the life energy with it, the creative energy.
I spoke of the Father in order to bring the concept of the Creator into a personal relationship for my brothers and sisters to understand that there is a personal
relationship that God as the concept had been held was not afar off in a sacred mountain somewhere or in another galaxy or somewhere afar off. But I brought it into the
realm of relationship, personal relationship as a step in remembrance of the oneness of
creative energy that you are. Not separate.
It was a language that was as a steppingstone in remembrance. It is now being
obsolescent, it is changing. Ones are seeing that it is not just a male personage and
they are rebelling against that and saying that it is the Mother as well, it is the One,
and that is true. It is the IS of the energy that is forever. It is infinite and to understand it with the finite mind, there is a bit that can be grasped but the whole is understood only by the heart. The heart that knows no boundaries, knows no separation.
But the terminology of Father served for the time being to bring it into personal
relationship.
Because of the culture?
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Yes, it was as you would see, a steppingstone.
Yeah.
It was not the end of the steppingstones but it was a steppingstone.
Thanks.
Thank you.

Beloved sunshine, how are you?
Great.
What would you ask this evening?
I guess I’m just looking for some clarification on where I am gong with my
teaching and healing work?
You are one who has agreed that you will be as channel for the sunshine upon
this plane. That you will allow boundaries to be seen as invisible. As you will bring in information from the totality of the One Mind and put it out there in front of the brothers and sisters and say, “Here, play with this. Case this. See if you like it. If you don’t
like it that’s okay. If you don’t like this try another one,” and then you bring forth something else.
You will find in the days to come as you have found in the days previous that
there is much of guidance for you, inspiration, ideas that come from almost nowhere except that they come from you, that will guide you in the moment. That will allow you to
feel the excitement of remembrance, rediscovery. There will be more and more of this in
the future. It will be most contagious, it will spread as well as it is doing now and you
will find yourself being as the one, the way-shower who goes first and yet is not separate from the ones who are coming after.
You have often been the mother hen to other ones that would come with you. You
have often been the leader, not because you wanted to put yourself up upon a soapbox,
but because you have been willing to play with new ideas. And as you did, other came
and played with you with these new ideas. And it will be the same in the days to come.
Thank you for the work that you are doing.
Thank you.

Beloved Child, how are you?
Fine.
You are. What would you ask?
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Do you have any messages to give me from the other side?
What other side?
There is no separation. I got caught. It was a test. Oh, God I got caught.
You have allowed your humor to come forth and that is great. You again are one
who is as the way-shower, who has the courage to say, “I will go and I will try these
new things. I will allow all of the images of the past to be as non-reverential.” In other
words, “I’ll look upon them.” for in times past you have been told by the ones who were
called your priests and whatever, that there were certain things that you were not to
look upon. Quite literally you were not to look upon and most definitely you were not to
look upon with the eyes of the mind or the heart. In other words, they were supposedly
beyond you.
But you have come into this lifetime and you have said, “I don’t buy that any
longer. I’m going to look upon whatever and I’m going to see all sides of it. I’m going to
play with it. I’m going to turn it over, upside down and see what it looks like from one
perspective and another.” The message that I would share with you tonight is, keep on
keeping on. You are doing well with this.
As you allow yourself to abide in joy with what you are doing it gives unto others
the encouragement that they are looking for. For there are many who watch you. Not as
you would see straight on, but out of the corner of the eye. They watch what you are
doing, the choices that you make. They are not conscious of looking directly at you or
your choices, but it affects them on levels, deeper levels and each time you choose
courageously to go forth in joy and to look upon everything from every angle, you allow
them the encouragement.
Okay.
Is there anything you would ask? Anything further? You need not, but I don’t
want you to feel that....
I’m fulfilled right now.
Yes, you are always fulfilled. And if you do not feel fulfilled what do you do? You
hold it up to the Light and you look at it again.
Yeah. I like asking why?
Yes, often you have asked why?
I’ve been told to stop doing that.
Never stop doing that, beloved one. Always ask why?
Yeah, but there was on. No, no, I knew that. I was told so that I could be,
but I’m always asking why? Let’s see. No.
You are fulfilled.
Yes. Thank you.
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You are the answer to your own why?

Beloved Kimber, how are you this evening?
Pretty good.
You are always good. What would you ask?
I am seeking some clarity in terms of my trips to Alaska and also what’s going on with my Mom, the difficulty that she is having.
Yes. Which one first?
Well, Alaska first.
Yes. It is the desire of your heart to go there is it not?
Yeah, I have some mixed feelings about it for this summer.
Yes. You have not chosen whether you will go or not. It is something that you desire to do but you are not sure of the timing for there are the strings as it would be
that tie you to another place. There is a feeling of responsibility to be here or there as
the case may be for that one.
So you are saying, “Is it okay if I would go off and enjoy myself, to be quite free
as the wind?” And there is a bit of guilt that is attached to that, habitual feeling of
guilt. Yet it is okay for you to feel quite free and to take some time for yourself.
For indeed there is no place upon the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth that
you could be and not get back to where you need to be quickly. In other words, if you
were called you could easily make trek in a short time for you are the one who is making the time.
So allow yourself to feel free with what you choose as far as going to Alaska.
I will share with you that there is a certain rejuvenation that you feel in this location known as Alaska that will serve you well. That you will bring back and be able to
share with others if you so choose. There is nothing that says you must go or that you
should go but if you do choose to go, there is a remembrance of rejuvenation that you
have felt before and that is good, that is okay.
As to the one known as the mother, she is very much calling you to be companion
to her not so much physical companion although there is that yet, but to be companion
of the heart. To go beyond the appearance of what this existence, life expression is.
There is a very close bonding that you have felt and it is very true.
This is what she desires to know in fullness, to be able to trust. She desires to
know that and to trust it. That always you will be there. You as the symbol of the Love
of the Father that she is asking to know. She will see it and experience it in fullness
with you first, and it will translate then to what she truly desires to know, to remember
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the Love of the Father. The everlasting Love that is there unconditionally and unlimited.
That is what she wants to know.
So allow yourself again to be at peace with either being with this one in physical
proximity for there will be times when you will go and you will guide this one as you
have done. You help her through the hurdles of the physical necessities, the medical
question, the questions of how to arrange the matters of living.
But allow yourself to be at peace at a very deep level for indeed you are at a
very deep level at a place of knowing that it is all in order. There is not something that
you need stir yourself up about in order to make it right. It is already right.
So there is nothing urgent that needs to be done this summer?
No. There will be the peaks, there will be some times when you will be called to
do things as you would see the straight level and then there will be a peak where
there will be a time of calling you to come and be, to help, to facilitate. There will be
those as you would see some of the rocks upon the path, but they are not the boulders, they are not huge.
So allow yourself to be at peace to make you choices knowing that no choice is
going to be the wrong one. It is not going to take you away from where you need to
be. It is very much as you find in driving your vehicle. When you are steering the car, as
you go and you decide to turn as you are in motion, the turning is most easy to do. So
allow yourself to be in motion but if there comes the guidance to turn, to make a new
choice, then you will turn and it will be easy.
Okay.
It is not what you would see as a crisis time. There will be some times of calling
to you, yes, but it is not something you need to be uneasy about.
Okay. So I can handle stuff over the phone.
Yes. Yes, and you may make trek once or twice as you have been doing. But you
will fit it all in.
Okay.
You are one who travels easily.
Yeah.

Beloved E.T. how are you?
Good.
What would you ask this evening?
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I have a question and something I would like you to speak a little bit on.
First the window that was opened at Mount Shasta this past weekend that will
stay open to the year 2,000?
Yes.
And with the ascension, would you explain a little bit more about that?
Yes, it is what we have spoken of earlier this evening, it is your willingness now
to all of the parts, all of the aspects of the one Self. So you are now saying,"I will experience a window of opening," most symbolic, “that will allow me to go from what I see
as this point of focus into other dimensions to ascend into the whole Self that I am.”
And there are many of the brothers and sisters who are caught up now in the ascension
process. Very much caught up in it for they are allowing themselves to expand past the
boundary of what has been seen to be the small self.
So yes, it is momentous occasion because you and many of the brothers and sisters have said, “I am now willing to allow the veil to be nonexistent. To know that there
is a window, a very huge window. Not a little tiny slit that I have to hurry through and
is going to close immediately, but one that will be open for a good long time because I
decree it.” Not I as Jeshua, but you decree it, yes.
Since we are master and we see ourselves in our wholeness and our perfection and since the body constantly renews itself I believe without going through
whatever that process that I used to believe in, that a person can take responsibility and change their entire being at the very core matrix, DNA level.
Yes, that is what you are in process of doing.
I’ve been working on it.
Yes, and it is not even something that you must put much effort of will into for
indeed you have already started the process and it is well underway by your willingness
to say, “I will come past all of the boundaries that I thought myself to be. I will play
with the concepts of unlimitedness, I will play with the exciting idea that I can re-form
the form instantly. For I remember way back in the recesses somewhere, I remember
that I’ve done this other times,” for indeed you have. You have experienced being the
other forms, the one known as the chameleon, the ones that would lose a tail and grow
it back. Would lose a leg and would grow it back immediately. Yes, you have done that.
There is a remembrance deep within you.
So we can go past racial memory and change at cellular level?
Yes, that is very much what you are in process of doing now.
I have a young friend that has been doing that now. I am amazed at what
he has done in four weeks.
Yes, because of the willingness to play with the unlimitedness of being and because of the willingness to say, “The time is now accelerating that it need not be a
whole lifetime or many lifetimes....”
Or taking on a new body?
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Exactly.
You don’t have to lay down this body?
No, for indeed many times one has laid down a body that was seen to be imperfect and has stayed with the same image of the self and has raised up the very same
body condition over and over and over, until the chocolate pudding is well known and
the one says, “This time I will know perfection of body.”
Move beyond the chocolate pudding?
Yes, move beyond it unto the strawberry.
Thank you very much.
Thank you.

And miracle that you are, how are you?
Fine.
You are indeed fine, you are the Light of the one Source upon this plane. What
would you ask this evening?
This one called May, could you advise me? Is this an answer to my prayer? Is
this an opportunity for me to heal? Can you advise me?
Yes. To all of the above.
Wow! Way to go.
This one is an answer to your prayer, yes. And this one does allow you to heal.
Oh, thank you.
There is nothing outside of you. As we have spoken earlier you are one now that
is allowing clear vision to see the oneness, to see the energy of Light that activates the
form, to see the energy of the heart known as love to be very tangible, very visible
and palpable, to be right there. And you are one who is able to activate that, energize it
in others to bring forth their healing for you know it yourself.
This is how the healings were called forth that were known as miracles in my day
and time. It was because one such as I, such as you, know the Truth in great dynamic
fashion and could see that wholeness of the energy of that one who stood before us, or
was around us and because we knew the Light energy and the Love energy it was tangible, it was able to be touched, claimed, experienced.
Thank you.
Yes, and then brought into manifest form. That is how all of healings come forth.
It is most contagious. I have spoken that word often this evening. It is most contagious
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and it spreads as you feel the dynamic quality of love, as you know that expansion and
live that expanded state of being, other tap into it and are healed.
But I sang to your picture, the song on Jodi Ann’s shirt.
Yes. It is not by accident. It is because there is no separation.
Yes.
Well spoken beloved one.
Does Bob have a message for Judy?
Oh, the beloved one known as Bob, yes, the beloved mate is most happy. This one
has such a feeling of freedom. This one goes with the speed of Light. This one is always
with you. Is most happy with your joy for indeed it has been a wish, a desire of his
heart even as he focused upon the lifetime here, there was a desire of his heart to allow you to know your own Childness, your own wholeness and he is most happy.
Thank you.
Yes. He is always with you.
I know. Nobody else knows that.
That does not matter. In time beloved one, in time the brothers and sisters will
behold the Light beings, the Light energy that activates form as you see form now to
be, and will see one sitting right here in Light energy as he is right now. And even the
physical eyes will be able to behold that energy. It takes only a slight shift in belief to
be able to behold that Light that sits right here.
I know that.
Yes, you know that and many of the brothers and sisters are on the threshold of
allowing themselves to believe it could be.
Thank you.
Thank you.

Beloved one, how are you?
Fine.
You are fine. There is a joyousness about you. What would you ask this evening?
I need to know how to assure my horse, my mare that the beings that came
this week aren’t going to hurt her or let them know to be careful because she was
really upset and I don’t know why, or what just happened at my house but I just
had a physical phenomena that has had my mare so upset she won’t go near the
barn or stall.
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Yes.
And I tried to assure her and walk her up and still....
Allow her some time with this. Speak unto her as you have been from heart to
heart and also with the words of the mouth the reassurance. For the ones who express
in a form with the four legs upon the earth, are very much as you and as the small
children. They come with their own personality traits, they come with their own fears
born of many lifetimes. They come in order to come through all of that. They come to
experience exactly as you do.
They come to experience their fears and to see through them. Allow this one
some time, as much as you would work with a small child, a toddler, and you would not
push that one into a room of fear, for that one would be overwhelmed and would stay
in the place of fear and of panic.
But as you speak unto that one and you show that one that it is okay to go into a
room that they fear to go into, perhaps going in yourself and speaking to that one and
taking them slowly in a place of grand confidence and reassurance. That translates, is
understood, that feeling is understood, then gradually they will come to know that it is
okay.
There has been what you would see as activity, yes. It has been called forth by
the one known as you mare, because she wants to know she is safe. It is the same as
with brothers and sisters who activate form that looks a bit different than the mare’s
form, but the life process, the Spirit that activates form is the same, and the fears
that accompany the life experience, no matter what the form is, the fears are the
same. So look upon this one the same as you would work with a small child.
Good, that good. I thank you.
Yes. This one has much of communion with you. There is much communication and
as she sees that you are in a place of peace with it she will also feel that, but allow it
some time.
Yes.

Beloved healer who is in the process of healing, how are you this evening?
I’m good.
You are good. What would you ask?
I don’t have a question but I do have a request. And that’s just that you allow me to feel your strength.
Yes, my strength is your strength and anytime that you desire it, call upon it and
know that I am with you. Lo I am with you till the end of the age. Till the end of the
age of the belief in separation and then of course, you will know that I am with you always.
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Call upon my strength anytime you feel needed, for it is yours and I give it to
you freely. Not because it is something separate from you, but because I willingly give
of my Self to you, the one Self that we are. I have grand strength. I know myself to
be strength. I know myself to be wholeness and to be unlimited and I know you to be
that strength and that courage and that wholeness.
So whenever you would want it, it is much the same as you would go unto one of
your financial institutions where you have an account. Indeed you have an account with
me, and you write yourself out a check and it says, “Pay to the bearer,” whatever you
would ask and it will be fulfilled for you. You can write a check in any amount upon
that account for it is unlimited.

A grand evening is it not?
Indeed.
I come in great joy. I enjoy being amongst you in this manner. I enjoy looking
upon the forms for the forms are beautiful. I enjoy looking upon the energy of Light
that you are that activates the beautiful form, at the beauty of this form. The beautiful hair that grows with grand ease. You do not have to sit and work with great effort
of will and say to the hair, “Grow hair.” It just does its thing.
I was trying it to stay this color for awhile longer.
So be it. But if you get a bit of what is called the salt in there, that is beautiful
as well.
It’s in training.
Yes, very much. It will become you and you will become it. But all in its own time
and there is no rush as you have said.
{comment not clear}
Exactly, this one learns well, very quickly.
What would I ask of you this evening? I would ask of you to live each moment in
great joy, to live your divine birthright, to push out the boundaries that are very much
right around you and you are pushing them out as the one known as Atlas, you are very
strong. You are pushing them out. Indeed you will find they are very much as the cobweb that you just put your hand through, seemingly very strong and then they just
disappear.
Allow yourself to live as the master that you are. To call forth your own wisdom,
your own joy, your own fulfillment of the vision of wholeness. What would I ask of you?
Exactly what you have asked of me, to live your Christhood, to live your unlimitedness,
to lay claim to all of your aspects as you see them envisioned here in this room, as you
see them upon your streets, upon your highways, as you see them in your heavens. And
as you see them within your mind, your imagination and your heart.
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Lay claim to all of your aspects and live your Christhood, for you are the Christ
that I am. Everything that has been ascribed unto me is you as well. For where has it
come from? The things that have been the qualities that have been ascribed unto me,
where do those qualities come from? They come from you. From the totality of the one
Mind that says, “I am all. I am unlimited. I am Love forever ongoing.” That is who you
are. Live your Christhood. Live it in grand joy. Live the One that we are. That is what I
ask of you.
Got it.
So be it

